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About This Game
To all fans of battle ground is dedicated: War.io Survival Battle Royale - this is a huge fight in the deathmatch mode. A new 2d
top-down shooter takes you to a world where you have to fight for your own life.
TO ARMS!
Your main goal is survival. Fist fights funny, but with weapons, your chances of survival will be much higher.
Automata, pistols, guns and snipers will diversify your game. But do not forget to stock up with cartridges! They have the
property to end at the most inopportune moment.
Collecting loot on the battlegrounds and dealing with opponents in this fun 2D shooter, but don’t forget about the deadly zone.
You'd better be inside the circle when the time comes.
Go into the houses, destroy objects, collect prey, but don’t waste time in vain - the survival zone decreases faster!
If you like io game surviv, then this Battle Royale is specially for you.
Can you stay the last survivor?
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Title: War.io : Survival Battle Royale
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
gfdsahdgsye7
Publisher:
gfdsahdgsye7
Release Date: 26 Jul, 2018

b4d347fde0
Minimum:
OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 10
Processor: Core 2 Duo or higher
Memory: 2 GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 512 MB Video RAM
Storage: 140 GB available space
Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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*** Encountered a fairly common error when transitioning from Chapter 1 to 2. Support team was really helpful and quick to
respond by sending me a replacement savegame that bypasses the error.
http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/352580\/discussions\/0\/458605613395495110\/ ***
Pros:
+ Beautiful locations
+ Great theme
+ Intriguing story
+ Good price point, especially on sale
+ Voice acting
+ Good writing
+ Beautiful scenes with flickering lighting
Cons:
- Tons of pixel hunting for relevant items
- The "puzzles" of the game require too specific items or aren't intuitive. Had to frequently dig through hours of walkthrough
videos or translating a German pdf walkthrough to find a missed item
- Fairly commonly reported bug causes the game to be unplayable in the second half, was sent savegame to bypass error (see
above)
- Flickering lights made streaming nearly impossible as steam had to reload the full screen every frame as the light changed.
Would have loved an option to disable this
Didn't try running on wine as my Linux machine is poop and wouldn't run it.. First of all I found the main menu confusing the
first time I started the game. Then after just a couple of stages the game became impossible to make progress in. And it feels
more like a way to artifically increase game time instead of having a learning curve. Atleast thats what I got out of this. Other
might like this. I did not.. Kvests, vienk\u0101r\u0161i kvests.. Not sure why the game is so negatively reviewed...
Yes, there are some navigational cons, and the story can certainly be slow at times, but this is true of many other games.
The biggest reason I recommend this game is the feel. The maps and action occur over long distances, making the environment
seem rather large. The color scheme and TRON-textures lend to the digital landscape. The simple weapons systems make you
feel less overpowered than typical games.
9/10 would nuke myself again. a game in a geometric world where you need to throw the ball higher and higher, accurately aim,
calculate the trajectory and guess exactly where the ball will land. If the ball falls down, then you do not lose, but simply start
over. Interestingly, the game design is made so that if you have passed a certain segment and fall down, then you do not fall to
the beginning of the level, but rather refuse backwards, so that the fall is not felt so critical.
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Although short (I managed to play through in a few hours) its a nice little story and after you realise how the controls work
(Arrow keys up or down to interact with an item) its simple to get the hang of.
Its a shame I had to play it in a window, some of the puzzles do require some thought and going back ahead and back in time to
progress.. Really enjoy Bionic Heart for number of reasons. It's fully voiced and if you don't like that you have the option to
shut it off. You are given multi choices which in there own right feel reasonably different that leads to different endings. Some
are good and some are bad. So it's not happily ever after with everything you do. Even if you don't want to find all the endings
yourself Winter Wolves has a guide to help you in the forums. Really enjoy a lot of Winter Wolves games hope they keep
coming out with them on Steam.. If you like Garshasp, you must buy this one despite the bugs and the too short game.. I can't
recommend this game. There's waaaay too much running at the beginning of the game. I feel like that wasn't play-tested at all.
While it's pretty, it's increadibly boring to do all that running at the start. The location of the ladder vs where you need it is
pretty poor design, imo. In addition to all the running, it's dark as hell and increasing the brightness requires a full reboot of the
game.
It also crashed on me, which put me over the edge of requesting a refund.. This game has a lot of potential, but needs balancing..
A solid, short horror game that uses some cheap tricks (changing plot details between routes in a way that keeps it always
unpredictable, but hurts the consistency and logic of the story), but is otherwise very climatic and engaging. The artstyle and
aesthetic is uses does a great job of conveying the tension and confusion of the whole scenario, while the emotion of the
characters and their reactions feel well-represented and believable. For the most of the story, it will keep you uncertain and
anxious, just as the protagonist is, while the endings are properly dramatic and grim.
Obviously, it is still a very short, gimmicky experience that should take you less than two hours to complete and won't astonish
you with any kind of complexity. However, it is definitely enjoyable and memorable enough to be appreciated.
It also showed some of the talent and the unique style of its creator, Ameliori, who truly shined in Fervent's second title, CUPID
(also free and available on Steam) – If you like the atmosphere and themes of Who is Mike, that game might truly enthral you.
-----------PS If you're interested in more quality western VNs, check out my curator page.. well ... the game look nice and still good
graphic include music ..... but ..we need more aggressive then this .... Dynamite Jack is a short (28 levels), strategic, stealthy
action game. The gameplay is exciting, tense and escalates as you go through more levels. You have the option to achieve
achievements for each level making some levels more challenging. After completing the game and you still haven’t had enough.
You can create your own levels in the level editor and try out the communities levels online.. Very good game with lots of good
plot.
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